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Meccanica quantistica, ma cosa vuoi farmi 
credere?

|Y > = (|gatto vivo> + |gatto morto>) / √2
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Il concetto di sovrapposizione coerente



e c'è di più: l’inseparabilità, o 
entanglement
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Due sistemi fisici entangled perdono la propria individualità: 
lo stato del singolo sistema non è definito!



Molti problemi fondamentali

God does not play dice with the universeStop telling God
what to do

Can quantum mechanics be 
considered complete?

If you think you 
understand  
quantum mechanics, 
you do not 
understand 
quantum mechanics
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Entanglement: dalla fisica fondamentale 
alla 2° rivoluzione quantistica

Crittografia quantistica
LETTER

doi:10.1038/nature11472

Quantum teleportation over 143kilometres using
active feed-forward
Xiao-Song Ma1,2{, Thomas Herbst1,2, Thomas Scheidl1, Daqing Wang1, Sebastian Kropatschek1, William Naylor1,
Bernhard Wittmann1,2, Alexandra Mech1,2, Johannes Kofler1,3, Elena Anisimova4, Vadim Makarov4, Thomas Jennewein1,4,
Rupert Ursin1 & Anton Zeilinger1,2

The quantum internet1 is predicted to be the next-generation
information processing platform, promising secure communica-
tion2,3 and an exponential speed-up in distributed computation2,4.
The distribution of single qubits over large distances via quantum
teleportation5 is a key ingredient for realizing such a global plat-
form. By using quantum teleportation, unknown quantum states
can be transferred over arbitrary distances to a party whose loca-
tion is unknown. Since the first experimental demonstrations of
quantum teleportation of independent external qubits6, an
internal qubit7 and squeezed states8, researchers have progressively
extended the communication distance. Usually this occurs without
active feed-forward of the classical Bell-state measurement result,
which is an essential ingredient in future applications such as com-
munication between quantum computers. The benchmark for a
global quantum internet is quantum teleportation of independent
qubits over a free-space link whose attenuation corresponds to the
path between a satellite and a ground station. Here we report such
an experiment, using active feed-forward in real time. The experi-
ment uses two free-space optical links, quantum and classical, over
143 kilometres between the two Canary Islands of La Palma and
Tenerife. To achieve this, we combine advanced techniques invol-
ving a frequency-uncorrelated polarization-entangled photon pair
source, ultra-low-noise single-photon detectors and entanglement-
assisted clock synchronization. The average teleported state fidelity
is well beyond the classical limit9 of two-thirds. Furthermore,
we confirm the quality of the quantum teleportation procedure
without feed-forward by complete quantum process tomography.
Our experiment verifies the maturity and applicability of such
technologies in real-world scenarios, in particular for future
satellite-based quantum teleportation.
Significant progress has been made recently in the field of quantum

communication based on optical free-space links10–19, which poten-
tially allow much larger propagation distances compared to the exist-
ing fibre networks because of the lower photon loss per kilometre. To
enable quantum communication on a global scale and among parties
not having access to any fibre network, it is foreseeable that experi-
ments will involve ground-to-satellite10,11,15 and inter-satellite links.
Previous experiments focused on the distribution of quantum states

of single photons or entangled photon pairs over optical free-space
links. However, the realization of more sophisticated multiphoton
quantum information protocols, such as quantum teleportation,
remained an experimental challenge under real-world conditions.
Quantum teleportation is based on the simultaneous creation of at
least three photons, which for random photon pair sources reduces
the count rate by several orders of magnitude compared to experi-
ments using only two photons16,19. This decreases the signal-to-noise
ratio and requires a long integration time, such that high system

stability is necessary. Moreover, the complexity and environmental
requirements of a quantum teleportation set-up are increased signifi-
cantly compared to previous two-photon experiments, which provides
significant experimental and technological challenges. The work pre-
sented in ref. 18 was a significant achievement in long-distance
quantum communication, harnessing the entanglement between dif-
ferent degrees of freedom of a single photon. However, because the
teleported qubit was not provided independently from the outside, the
applicability of that scheme is limited. Most earlier experiments on
teleportation of qubits and squeezed states6–8 were in-laboratory
demonstrations, and hence the communication distances were rather
short. Although fibre-based teleportation has been demonstrated
experimentally20,21, the maximum transmission distance is limited by
the intrinsic photon loss in optical fibre, unless quantum repeaters are
involved22. In comparison to these previous studies, the experiment
presented in this Letter achieves long-distance free-space teleportation
of an independent quantum state, thus paving the way for satellite-
based global quantum communication.
Quantum teleportation relies on using both a quantum channel and

a classical channel between two parties, usually called Alice and Bob5

(here located in La Palma and Tenerife respectively; Fig. 1a). The
quantum channel is used by Alice and Bob to share the entangled
auxiliary state23
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jHæ and jVæ denote the horizontal and vertical polarization states. Alice
and Bob share this entangled state, where photon 2 is with Alice and
photon 3 is with Bob. Charlie provides the input photon 1 to be tele-
ported to Alice in a general polarization state

wj i1~a Hj i1zb Vj i1 ð2Þ
where a and b are complex numbers (jaj21 jbj25 1), unknown to
both Alice and Bob.
Alice then performs a Bell-state measurement (BSM), projecting

photons 1 and 2 randomly onto one of the four Bell states each with
the same probability of 25%. As a consequence, photon 3 is projected
onto the input state jwæ, up to a unitary transformation (U), which
depends on the outcome of the BSM.WhenAlice feeds the outcome of
the BSM forward to Bob via the classical channel, he can implement
the corresponding unitary operation in real time and thus obtain
photon 3 in the initial state (equation (2)) of photon 1. If jY2æ12 is
detected, then U corresponds to the identity operation, which means
that Bob needs to do nothing. If, on the other hand, jY1æ12 is detected,
Bob has to apply a p phase shift between the horizontal and the vertical
component of his photon 3.

1Institute for QuantumOptics and Quantum Information (IQOQI), Austrian Academy of Sciences, Boltzmanngasse 3, A-1090 Vienna, Austria. 2Vienna Center for QuantumScience and Technology, Faculty
of Physics, University of Vienna, Boltzmanngasse 5, A-1090 Vienna, Austria. 3Max Planck Institute of Quantum Optics, Hans-Kopfermann-Straße 1, 85748 Garching/Munich, Germany. 4Institute for
Quantum Computing and Department of Physics and Astronomy, University of Waterloo, 200 University Avenue West, Waterloo, Ontario N2L 3G1, Canada. {Present address: Department of Electrical
Engineering, Yale University, New Haven, Connecticut 06520, USA.
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Computer quantistico

Imaging quantistico

"ghost" imaging
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* Imaging quantistico 
La scienza che vede lontano …
anche quando non guarda
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Una fotografia sfocata    e     una sorgente luminosa rumorosa 
non sono da buttar via … anzi, sono ricche di informazione

… l'imaging quantistico consente di utilizzarla al meglio
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Imaging standard

Lente = strumento per focalizzare à corrispondenza 
punto-punto tra l'oggetto e IL piano immagine

SENSORE
LENTE

Scena

1
so
+
1
si
=
1
f

No info sulla 
direzione dei raggi 

luminosi !

Oggetti al di fuori della profondità di 
fuoco appaiono sfocati

Ng et al., Tech. Rep. 2005
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Il 1° esperimento di imaging quantistico: 
“ghost” imaging con fotoni entangled
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10 anni dopo: Ghost imaging senza lenti

Sorgente di luce caotica = "strumento" per focalizzare (mediante la misura 
di correlazioni!) à corrispondenza punto-punto tra l'oggetto e IL piano 
della "ghost" image: zb= za

⊗
ΔIaΔIb

by the transmitted radiation, it reconstructs the spatial
modulation experienced by the reflected radiation only.
(c) The use of the bucket detector of D1 further ensures
the washing out of any classical spatial correlation. The
bucket detector involves using a lens to focus all the light
transmitted through the aperture onto the active area of the
detector at once. Hence even if there exists a spot-by-spot
classical correlation, such a correlation cannot be retrieved
because in one arm all the ‘‘spots’’ are detected together.

On the other hand, the quantum model for this experi-
ment is straightforward. In quantum theory of photodetec-
tion [9], the second-order correlation function is calculated
as:

G!2"!t1; ~r1; t2; ~r2" # Tr$!E!%"
1 !t1; ~r1"E!%"

2 !t2; ~r2"
& E!'"

2 !t2; ~r2"E!'"
1 !t1; ~r1"(: (4)

where E!%" and E!'" are the negative-frequency and the
positive-frequency field operators at space-time points
! ~r1; t1" and !~r2; t2" and ! represents the density operator
describing the radiation.

Let us calculate the second-order correlation for a sim-
ple quantum mechanical model of chaotic light:

!̂ chaotic /
X

~q

X

~q0
j1 ~q1 ~q0 ih1 ~q1 ~q0 j: (5)

Basically we are modeling the light source as an incoherent
statistical mixture of two photons with equal probability of
having any transverse momentum ~q and ~q0.

The transverse spatial part of the second-order correla-
tion function can be rewritten as:
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X
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where ~xj is the transverse coordinate of the jth detector.
The transverse part of the electric field operator can be
written as follows:

~E !'"
j ! ~xj" /

X

~q

gj! ~xj; ~q"â! ~q" (7)

where â! ~q" is the annihilation operator for the mode cor-
responding to ~q and gj! ~xj; ~q" is the Green’s function asso-
ciated to the propagation of the field from the source to the
jth detector [10].

Substituting the field operators into Eq. (6) we obtain:

G!2"! ~x1; ~x2" #
X

~q; ~q0
jg2! ~x2; ~q"g1! ~x1; ~q0"

' g2! ~x2; ~q0"g1! ~x1; ~q"j2: (8)

This expression represents a key result toward understand-
ing the phenomenon. In fact, it expresses the interference
between two alternatives, different yet equivalent, which
lead to a joint photodetection: (1) ~q and ~q0 are annihilated
at ~x2 and ~x1, respectively, and (2) ~q0 and ~q are annihilated at
~x2 and ~x1, respectively. The interference phenomenon is
not, as in classical optics, due to the superposition of
electromagnetic fields at a local point of space-time. It
is due to the superposition of g2! ~x2; ~q"g1! ~x1; ~q0" and
g2! ~x2; ~q0"g1! ~x1; ~q", the so-called two-photon amplitudes,
nonclassical entities that involve both arms of the optical
setup.

Equation (8), can be further simplified in the form of

G!2"! ~x1; ~x2" /
X

~q

jg1! ~x1; ~q"j2
X

~q0
jg2! ~x2; ~q0"j2

' j
X

~q

g)1! ~x1; ~q"g2! ~x2; ~q"j2

# G!1"
11 ! ~x1"G!1"

22 ! ~x2" ' jG!1"
12 ! ~x1; ~x2"j2: (9)

The second expression of Eq. (9) highlights the link with
the standard form of second-order correlation function of
chaotic light in terms of the first-order correlation func-
tions G!1"

ij .
Although the model is at two-photon level, it is explica-

tive of the physics of the phenomenon also at higher light
intensities. In fact, the result in Eq. (9) is the same result
obtained in Ref. [7] where we used the standard model of
chaotic sources with many photons.

The first term in Eq. (9) is the product of the average
intensities measured by the two detectors (blocked in the
detection circuit). The second term, which corresponds to
the ‘‘intensity fluctuation’’ in Eq. (1), is nothing but the
two-photon interference term. Although this term can be
expressed with first-order correlation functions, G!1"

12 and
G!1"

21 in Eq. (9) do not correspond to the superposition of
two electromagnetic fields at one local space-time point.
On the contrary, they are measured by two independent
photodetectors. The second-order interference, or super-
position, happens between different yet equivalent two-
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FIG. 3 (color online). Secondary imaging results. (a) and
(b) are the two object used; (c) and (d) are the obtained images.
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No chaos à no immagine! 

Chaos = fluttuazioni di intensità à fasci correlati
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SENSORE

Consente di rifocalizzare le immagini

MICROLENTI : info sulle 
DIREZIONI dei 
raggi luminosi

Fotografia plenottica (o lightfield )

LENTE

Scena

https://pictures.lytro.com/

… e di cambiare il punto di vista

Ng et al., Tech. Rep. 2005Ng et al., Tech. Rep. 2005
Ng et al., Tech. Rep. 2005
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Fotografia plenottica: principio di 
funzionamento

Lippman (1908), Adelson and Wang (1992), Ng [2005]

SENSORE

LENTE
Scena

MICROLENTI
Ng et al., Tech. 
Rep. 2005

Lα D (x ,u)=

= LD(xα +(1− 1α )u ,u)

Tracciamento dei raggi 
à rifocalizzazione

  

Plenoptic imaging

Plenoptic imaging aims at reconstructing not only the irrradiance at 
a fixed distance D, but the whole 3-dimensional light field

REFOCUSING planes beyond the depth of field

Lα D (x ,u)=

=LD( xα +(1−
1
α )u ,u)

Scaling property of radiance
(geometrical)

Refocused photograph: Iα D(x )∝∫ Lα D(x ,u)d
2
u=∫ LD( xα +(1−

1
α )u ,u)

LαD reconstructed from LD, directly measured HOW TO?

Rifocalizzazione:

Milena D'Angelo – Imaging quantistico

: info sulle 
DIREZIONI dei 
raggi luminosi



Fotografia plenottica: principio di 
funzionamento

Lippman (1908), Adelson and Wang (1992), Ng [2005]

SENSORE

LENTE
Scena

MICROLENTI
Ng et al., Tech. 
Rep. 2005
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: info sulle 
DIREZIONI dei 
raggi luminosi

Acquisizione parallela di 
prospettive diverse à Imaging 3D



R. Prevedel: Nature Meth. 2014 & 2019
- Imaging 3D dell'attività neuronale
- Imaging 3D di processi biologici veloci

Fotografia plenottica: Applicazioni
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SENSOREMICROLENTI : info sulle 
DIREZIONI dei 
raggi luminosi

Limiti della fotografia plenottica

LENTE

Scena

à una camera da 16 Megapixel si comporta come se avesse 
solo 4 Megapixel … e il cambio di prospettiva è molto 

sacrificato    L

L'imaging quantistico può aiutare ? J
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* Imaging plenottico in correlazione

Immagine 
della 
scena

Misura della 
direzione

Sfrutta le correlazioni quantistiche della luce per disaccoppiare     
l'immagine     dalla     misura della direzione dei raggi luminosi!

Milena D'Angelo – Imaging quantistico
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Award 2019 (MISE-UIBM)

Homepage Research in focus News room

Quantum technology: more security and improved imaging

21/Nov/2019

European network QuantERA: 12 transnational projects on quantum technologies receive more than 14 million francs. Two
involve researchers in Switzerland who are funded by the SNSF.

Launched in early 2019, the last call for proposals for QuantERA focused on quantum technologies, including quantum communication and simulation,
quantum computing, and quantum metrology and imaging. 85 proposals were submitted from different European countries (16 from Switzerland or with
a Swiss partner), with the success rate coming to lie at 14.1% (12.5% for the Swiss projects). Among the 12 selected projects, 11 have a partner from a
European Union enlargement country.

Shaping the technology of tomorrowShaping the technology of tomorrow

With the eDICT project, researchers Renato Renner and Joseph Renes from ETH Zurich intend to make quantum communications safer thanks to
quantum cryptography protocols which are device-independent. Collaborative efforts of partners from Austria, the Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland and
Switzerland are thus invested in improving security and robustness from the visionary perspective of the quantum Internet.

The Qu3D project, on which researchers from Greece, Italy, the Czech Republic and Switzerland are working, tackles issues with high transformational
potential in three-dimensional quantum imaging. Based on newly developed 3D imaging systems which exploit quantum entanglement and photon
number correlations, Claudio Bruschini and Edoardo Charbon (EPFL) aim to radically improve imaging performance compared to existing technologies.
The results of Qu3D could have a considerable impact on a multitude of applications both in manufacturing and in biomedical imaging.

Transnational researchTransnational research
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* Imaging plenottico in correlazione

Nx

Nu

Scena

Lente

Sorgente di luce 
entangled/caotica

SENSORE 1 à direzione 
dei raggi di luce

SENSORE 2 à immagine 
"fantasma" della scena

microlenti à 1 lente ! 

Consente di rifocalizzare immagini sfocate, 
con la massima risoluzione possibile & un 

cambio di prospettiva molto ampio

Brevetto EU 

Milena D'Angelo – Imaging quantistico



CPI – alcuni risultati

CPI ha profondità di fuoco 40 volte superiore ad un’immagine 
plenottica standard, con uguale risoluzione !!!

CPI raggiunge profondità di fuoco maggiori, 
senza sacrificare la risoluzione !!

Milena D'Angelo – Imaging quantistico
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Microscopia plenottica in correlazione
Brevetto 2018  + 2 articoli

Milena D'Angelo – Imaging quantistico

REFOCUSED3D Sample Acquired

6 times higher resolution, at fixed DOF (@ z = 1250 μm)
6 times larger DOF, at fixed resolution (@ d = 50 μm)



Microscopia plenottica in correlazione
Brevetto 2018  + 2 articoli

Milena D'Angelo – Imaging quantistico

Amido in gel (campione 3D: 1 mm3):

Immagine 
acquisita

Immagine 
rifocalizzata a 
-280 um

Grani: 20 um

Immagine 
rifocalizzata a 
+350 um



Imaging plenottico in correlazione tra piani 
arbitrari

F. Di Lena, Tesi dottorato (2019)  +  brevetto 2019  +  Opt. Exp. 2020

Milena D’Angelo – University of Bari – Lightfield microscopy with correlated beams

2 diversi piani arbitrari scelti all’interno della scena 3D di 
interesse sono focalizzati dalla lente su 2 sensori disgiunti



Source

Milena D'Angelo – Imaging quantistico

CPI: 
tutto a fuoco

CPI: 
immagine 
rifocalizzata

Immagine 
acquisita

Prototipo di una camera plenottica in correlazione

oggetto



Vantaggi dell’imaging plenottico in 
correlazione

Rifocalizzazione, senza scansioni, di oggetti 3D

Acquisizione in parallelo di prospettive multiple à 3D imaging

Risoluzione al limite di diffrazione 

Capacità di attenuare turbulenze/scattering …

con

Profondità di fuoco senza precedenti, a una data risoluzione

Milena D’Angelo – University of Bari – Lightfield microscopy with correlated beams



* Progetto	Qu3D	– Quantum	3D	imaging	ad	
alta	velocità	e	alta	risoluzione
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* Progetto	Qu3D	– Quantum	3D	imaging	ad	
alta	velocità	e	alta	risoluzione

ü Super-resolution

ü Correlation	plenoptic	
imaging	

ü Ultra-fast	
sensors

ü Fast	
computing

ü Quantum tomography

Intellectual
Property Award 

2019

Milena D'Angelo – Imaging quantistico



Conclusioni & prospettive

*Correlation Plenoptic Imaging

*Sfrutta le correlazioni insite nella luce per portare l'imaging 
plenottico verso il suo limite ultimo di risoluzione e profondità 
di fuoco !!

*Rifocalizzaizone e imaging 3D

*CPI = correlazioni al lavoro à pronti per la 2° rivoluzione 
quantistica ;)

*Prospettive future:

*CPI al lavoro : microscopia, space imaginng, imaging 3D,... à
super-risoluzione, real-time, 3D imaging, turbulence free,…

Milena D'Angelo – Imaging quantistico
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